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Q.I Fill in the blanks:         [10 Marks] 

1. ________ performs certain action that has been assigned to it when clicked. 

2. Bitmap images are invented by ______ 

3. ______ key is used to change date in Tally. 

4. ________ is used to get specific information from table in MS-Access. 

5. In Tally, ____ key is used to modifying or altering company data. 

6. ______ is victim’s condition 

7. _________ help user to interact the user with the server. 

8. In Tally, _____ key is used to shut the company. 

9. IIS is _________ server 

10. Sorting is done by using ________ clause of the select statement. 

 

Q.II True or False:         [10 Marks] 

1. Multiple is valid attribute of <select> tag. 

2. Every browser supports all the HTML tags. 

3. Only the owner knows password. 

4. EDI means electrical data interchange.  

5.             is the symbol of copyright. 

6. All major browsers support CSS. 

7. Decryption and Encryption both are same. 

8. Twisted pair cables are used in Telephone lines. 

9. In database there is no sorting facility. 

10. Star physical topology, is rarely used. 

 

Q.III [A] Fill in the Blanks (Multiple Choice one):     [10 Marks] 

1. ______ type of text holds an unlimited amount of text. 

a. Text  b. Memo c. Number d. OLE 

2. Primary Key has importance of ______ 

a. Uniqueness b. Deletion c. First preference d. None of these 

3. Internet can be used for _____ phase of trade cycle. 

a. Search b. Order c. Invoice  d. All 

4. Which of the following are communication channel? 

a. Multiplexer  b. Optical Fibre  c. Satellite d. Modem.  

5. Queries can perform action on ______ 

a. table  b. Report c. Data  d. Information 

6. In Tally, ______ key combination is used to delete the voucher. 

 a. Alt + D  b. Cntrl + D  c. Alt + O  d. None of the above 

7. ______ comes before negotiate in trade cycle 

a. repeat b. Credit c. Cash  d. debit 

8.  Supermarkets use _______ for transaction with their suppliers. 

a. E Market  b. T commerce  c. Electronic Market d. EDI 

9. The cables used to implement Ethernet network are 

a. Thicknet b. Shielded c. Multimode  d. Thinnet 

10. Row in relational database table is called_____ 



a. Tuple  b. Record c. Entity d. Both  a and b. 

 

Q.III [B] Fill in the Blanks (Multiple Choice one) :     [10 Marks] 

1. _____ detects and prevents known and unknown viruses which weaken the computer. 

a. web browser  b. Email  c. Anti-virus d. Record 

2. As per IT act _____ cannot be in electronic form. 

a. form  b. License c. Cheques d. Records. 

3.The internal level has an ______ schema which describes the physical storage structure of the database.  

a. Internal b. External  c. Instance  d. Schema 

4. MIME stands for ______ 

a. Multinational  internet mail extension 

b. Multipurpose  internet mail extension 

c. Multiple internet mail extension  

d. Multi internet mail extension 

5. _____ key means the key of a key pair used to create a digital signature. 

a. private key b. Public key c. Security key  d. None of these 

6. The popular format of picture format are ______ 

a. jpg  b. Bmp  c. Gif  d. mpg  

7. To make email link ____ is used. 

a. href  b. mailto c. Src  d. Name 

8. A web _________ is a software program that runs on a networked computer. 

a. Server b. Peripheral c. Site   d. page 

9. Software available on internet are called _______ 

a. freeware b. Shareware c. Public domain d. None of these 

10. ______ distributes HTML documents on request. 

a. web server b. Web browser  c. Protocol d. URL 

 

Q.IV Fill in the blanks (Multiple Choice Two) :      [10 Marks] 

1. Natural threats are ______ 

a. insolvency b. Fire  c. Flood  d. Hard disk crash 

2. In Tally, Company Information menu having following options: 

a. Company Features  b. Alter Company c. Select Company d. Shut Company 

3.  In MS – Access new table is created by using: 

a. Query View  b. Report View  c. Datasheet View d. Design View 

4. Different types of URL are _______ 

a. Absolute b. External c. Internal d. Relative 

5. To add java applets following tags are used: 

a. <applet> b. <param> c.<script>  d. None 

 

Q.V Fill in the blanks (Multiple Choice Three) :      [6 Marks] 

1. The possible values of text-align property are  

a. Left   b. Justify c. Top 

d. center e. Middle f. Bottom  

2. Database management programs are designed for  

a. Trigger data  b. Store data  c. Manipulate data  

d. Painting  e. Distributing data f. Report large data 

 

Q. VI Rearrange the following:        [4 Marks] 

1. Arrange the following to construct the query:  



a. Select the table and click on ADD button. 

b. Select queries tab and click on new Command button. 

c. Open Database. 

d. Save the query. 

e. Select the fields in query. 

f. Form the fields in the query screen. 

g. Select Datasheet view command to see the output of the query. 

2. Rearrange the following:  

a. <th>     b. <table> 

c. Information Technology  d. <th> 

e. <tr>     f. </tr> 

</table> 

 

Q.VII[a] Answer the following in Brief:       [8 Marks] 

1. How to create New Company in Tally? 

2. Explain OSI Model with SEVEN Layers? 

Q.VII[b] Answer the following in Brief:       [2 Marks] 

1. Explain the concept of Primary Key? 

 

Q.VIII Write the program for the following:      [10 Marks] 

1. Write a HTML code to display a text Heramb Coaching Classes in largest heading, design a Form to select city from 

list, accept name and address from the user by using proper elements. 

2. Write HTML code to divide browser window into two vertical sections. Divide left section into three Horizontal 

sections. 

 

“The difference between ORDINARY and EXTRAORDINARY 

is EXTRA” 


